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" We studied the interaction between
HSA and TF, in the presence of PPIX
and LMF.

" Our results showed that the PPIs
increased at low concentration of
LMF.

" The binding affinity of LMF to HSA–
PPIX was lower than to HSA.

" The RLS technique was utilized to
investigate the effect of LMF on
aggregation of PPIX.

" The conformational change of
protein upon binding was monitored
as a function of added drug.
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a b s t r a c t

Human serum albumin (HSA) and holo transferrin (TF) are two serum carrier proteins that are able to
interact with each other, thereby altering their binding behavior toward their ligands. During the course
of this study, the interaction between HSA–PPIX and TF, in the presence and absence of lomefloxacin
(LMF), was for the first time investigated using different spectroscopic and molecular modeling tech-
niques. Fluorescence spectroscopy experiments were performed in order to study conformational
changes of proteins. The RLS technique was utilized to investigate the effect of LMF on J-aggregation of
PPIX, which is the first report of its kind. Our findings present clear-cut evidence for the alteration of
interactions between HSA and TF in the presence of PPIX and changes in drug-binding to HSA and
HSA–PPIX complex upon interaction with TF. Moreover, molecular modeling studies suggested that the
binding site for LMF became switched in the presence of PPIX, and that LMF bound to the site IIA of
HSA. The obtained results should give new insight into research in this field and may cast some light
on the dynamics of drugs in biological systems.
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Introduction

Protein–protein interactions (PPIs) are one of the most impor-
tant phenomena sustaining many biological processes such as
the assembly of cellular components, the transport machinery
across the various biological membranes, signal transduction and
the regulation of gene expression and enzymatic activities [1].
On the other hand, the binding of drugs to serum proteins is partic-
ularly important since it affects both the activity of the drugs and
their disposition [2]. Serum proteins play a dominant role in trans-
port and disposition of various dyes and drugs in blood. Human
serum albumin (HSA) and transferrin (TF) are the most abundant
proteins in blood plasma and are able to bind and transport various
ligands, especially drugs [3]. Moreover, there is evidence of confor-
mational changes of serum protein induced by its interaction with
ligands and/or other proteins in plasma, which appears to affect
the secondary and tertiary structure of these proteins [4].

Lomefloxacin (LMF) (Fig. 1) (with the molecular formula
C17H19F2N3O3; molecular weight of 351.348 g/mol) is a third-gen-
eration member of quinolone antibiotics fluorinated in position 6
and bearing a piperazinyl moiety in position 7, capable of penetrat-
ing well into cells [5]. LMF is very active against both Gram (+) and
Gram (�) bacteria through inhibition of their DNA gyrase and is
widely used for the clinical treatment of severe systematic infec-
tions, such as soft tissue infection, typhoid fever, bone and joint
infections, prostatitis blood poisoning and sinusitis [5].

Transferrin (TF) is one of the monomeric serum proteins,
containing 679 amino acid residues, with a serum concentration
of 2.5 mg ml�1. This protein is mainly responsible for transport of
metal ions and minerals [6–8]. It is divided into two lobes
(N- and C-lobes), each of which contains two domains comprising
a series of a-helices and b-sheets. TF has 8 Trp residues and is sta-
bilized by 19 intra-chain disulfide bonds [9].

HSA (with a molecular weight 66,479 Da) [10] is a principal
extracellular protein with a high concentration in blood plasma
(40 mg ml�1 or 0.6 mM) [11]. It is a single-string globular protein
possessing 585 amino acids, in which 35 cysteines constitute 17
disulfide bridges, and assume solid equilateral triangular shapes
with sides �80 Å and depths �30 Å [12]. The three-dimensional
structure of HSA can be considered as an ensemble of three globu-
lar domains, namely IA, IB; IIA, IIB; IIIA and IIIB, freely linked by ex-
tended random coils. There is only one Trp located at position 214,
in subdomain IIA of HSA [13]. This structural organization provides
a variety of ligand binding sites. Bulky heterocyclic anions bind
preferentially to site I, whereas site II is preferred by aromatic
carboxylates with an extended conformation.

Protoporphyrin IX (PPIX) is the iron-free form of heam, one of
the most common natural sources of porphyrin [14], and impor-
tant endogenous ligands transported and/or sequestered by human
albumin. PPIX binds strongly to the HSA primary binding site
located at the interface between domain I and II, within a narrow
D-shaped hydrophobic cavity. They are applied in medicine an
important areas as cancer detection and as photosensitizers in
photodynamic therapy of cancer biological effects of porphyrins
largely depend on their physicochemical properties, which in turn

lead to important changes in their photophysical behavior. Porphy-
rins are usually introduced in the blood as relatively concentrated
solutions, which may diminish its action or even cause adverse ef-
fects. Moreover, interactions with macromolecules may control the
efficacy and biodistribution of porphyrins, which are known to
locate preferentially in the cytoplasm and bind poorly to cell mem-
branes. Therefore the interaction of these molecules with proteins,
especially those that provide carriage through the blood stream, is
almost importance of formulate safe drugs and effective dosages
[15–17]. Furthermore, PPIX binds to HSA rendering it possible for
HSA–PPIX complex to be produced with HSA in serum. Ligand
binding to one domain induces distinct conformational changes
in the other domain, as both sub-domains share a common inter-
face. Thus, the binding of a particular drug molecule to serum albu-
min may considerably change binding abilities of HSA towards
other molecules [2,18].

It was demonstrated that the HSA and TF could interact with
each other and that LMF could induce conformational transitions
in both proteins in such a way and could also strengthen the
HSA–TF interaction [7,9]. However, in serum, the HSA is also avail-
able in the form of HSA–PPIX complex as mentioned above. There-
fore, the aim of this study has been to explore whether or not the
presence of PPIX could change the interaction found in our previ-
ously investigation that play a major role in determining usage
dose of LMF.

Our results represent clear-cut evidence regarding the role of
PPIX in the interaction between HSA and TF as well as in the inter-
action of LMF to these two carrier proteins, whether separate or
simultaneous together. The important outcome of this work is in
its details of the interaction mechanism, which is studied using
multi-spectroscopic, zeta potential and molecular modeling.

Experimental section

Chemicals

HSA, TF, protoporphyrin IX (PPIX), lomefloxacin (LMF) and
potassium phosphate were purchased from Sigma Chemical Com-
pany. (St. Louis, Mo, USA), and used without further purification.
Dimethyl formamide (DMF), sodium carbonate, ethylene diamine
tetra-acetic acid (EDTA), ethanol and sodium hydroxide were ob-
tained from Merck Chemical Co. (Germany). Visking dialysis tubing
was obtained from Scientific Instrument Center Limited (SIC, East-
leigh, UK). Double-distilled water was used throughout the
experiments.

Sample preparation

HSA (4.5 � 10�6 M), HSA–PPIX complex (4.5 � 10�3 mM) and TF
(4.5 � 10�3 mM), were dissolved in a 50-mM phosphate buffer
solution at pH 7.4. Various concentrations of LMF were obtained
by diluting a stock solution of LMF (0.5 mM) in 50-mM phosphate
buffer. For the drug–protein interaction studies, a 2.0-ml protein
solution (the concentration of proteins was maintained at
(4.5 � 10�3 mM) was titrated by addition of 10-ll volumes of
0.05-mM LMF. For the PPI studies, a 2.0-ml solution of TF
(4.5 � 10�3 mM) with or without LMF (at one of the following con-
centrations: 0.003, 0.006, 0.009 mM) was titrated by addition of a
100.5 � 10�3 mM stock solution of HSA–PPIX complex and/or
HSA. All protein solutions were freshly and samples were mea-
sured at room temperature. The extinction coefficients were used
to calculate the concentration of the native protein. If the initial
concentration and volume of the protein solution are [P]0 and V0

respectively, and the stock ligand concentration is [L]0, then the to-
tal concentration of protein ([P]t) and ligand ([L]t) can be obtainedFig. 1. Structure of lomefloxacin.
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by accounting for the total volume of the aliquot (Vc) added during
the titration experiment [19].

½P�t ¼ ½P�0V0=ðV0 þ VcÞ; ½L�t ¼ ½L�0V0=ðV0 þ VcÞ

HSA was labeled with PPIX as reported previously [10]: 3.5 mg
of PPIX was dissolved in 100-ll DMF and injected in five aliquots of
20 ll each to 2 ml of phosphate buffer containing 200-lM HSA in
intervals of 15 min under vigorous stirring. The mixture was
stirred for 1 h after which a mild dialysis was carried out against
phosphate buffer for 4.5 h to remove the unreacted PPIX [10].

Methods

Fluorescence spectroscopy
Fluorescence measurements were performed with an F-2500

spectrofluorimeter (Hitachi, Japan) with a 150 W Xenon lamp, a
1.0-cm quartz cell and a thermostatic bath. The widths of both
the excitation slit and emission slit were set at 5.0 nm. The opera-
tion software automatically corrected the spectral scan for the
photomultiplier characteristic. Furthermore, fluorescence intensi-
ties were corrected for inner filter and dilution effects before any
data analysis was carried out. In the fluorescence measurements,
the excitation wavelengths were set to 280 and 295 nm and the
scan speed was 500 nm/min. The three dimensional fluorescence
spectrum were recorded with a FP-6200 spectrofluorometer (Jasco,
Japan) equipped with a 150 W Xenon lamp. A 1-cm quarts cuvette
with four optical windows was used for the analyses. Emission
scans were performed from 220 to 500 nm at 5 nm steps, with
excitation wavelengths from 220 to 500 nm in intervals. The detec-
tor was set to high sensitivity. The slit widths for excitation and
emission were 5 nm, and the experiments were performed under
some conditions as the fluorescence spectroscopy.

UV–visible spectrophotometry
Absorbance measurements were carried out with a Jasco spec-

trophotometer (V630, Japan), equipped with a 1.0-cm quartz cell.
The optical system was based on a split-beam with a gating band
width of 5 nm. The light source was a Xenon lamp. All measure-
ments were performed at room temperature.

Resonance light scattering (RLS)
The RLS spectra were recorded by simultaneously scanning

excitation and emission wavelengths (Dk = 0). The enhancement
RLS intensity (DIRLS) is represented as [20]:

DIRLS ¼ IRLS � I0
RLS ð1Þ

where IRLS and I0
RLS are the RLS intensity of the system in the pres-

ence and absence of drugs, respectively. RLS has proven to be an
elegant technique in order to investigate the aggregation of small
molecules as well as the long-range assembly of drugs on biological
templates.

Circular dichroism spectroscopy
Circular dichroism (CD) measurements were carried out on a

Jasco J-815 automatic recording spectropolarimeter (Jasco, Japan).
Spectra were recorded on protein samples with concentrations of
0.01% in a 1-cm path length quartz cuvette. A band width of
1 nm and a response of 2 s were used, with a scanning rate at
50 nm min�1 to obtain final spectra as an average of five scans.
To explore changes in the secondary structure, far-UV CD spectra
were obtained over a wavelength range of 190–240 nm. The
secondary structure contents of protein have been analyzed by
SILCON III software method. For the drug–protein studies, a protein
solution (HSA, HSA–PPIX complex and TF) was titrated by five ali-
quots of 0.016-mM LMF. For the PPI studies, a mixture of 2.0 ml of

a solution containing TF protein (0.01%) in the presence and
absence of LMF at three different concentrations (0.001, 0.002,
0.003 mM) was titrated by addition of aliquots of 33.5 �
10�3-mM solutions of HSA–PPIX complex. Moreover, in another
set of experiments, it was titrated by 33.5 � 10�3-mM HSA.

Zeta potential analyses
Particle size, polydispersity and zeta potential measurements

were conducted using a Malvern Zeta-sizer. The analyses were per-
formed at ambient temperature. The Henry equation was used to
calculate zeta-potentials from measurements of the electropho-
retic mobility [62]. In this calculation, the viscosity of the solution
was assumed to be the same as that of water.

Molecular modeling
The docking calculations of the association of LMF with HSA,

HSA–PPIX complex and TF were undertaken using the Autodock4
program. The crystal structures of HSA, HSA–PPIX complex and
TF were retrieved from the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB entry:
1ao6, 1n5u, 1suv respectively). The protein–protein docking pro-
gram HEX v.5.1, was subsequently used to examine probable
modes of interaction between HSA–PPIX complex and TF in the
presence of LMF. To model the effect of LMF on the interaction be-
tween HSA–PPIX complex and TF, the complexes of TF–LMF were
applied to energy minimization with an MM+ force field. Finally,
the best docking results were applied to WebLab-Viewer Lite,
Molegro Molecular Viewer and Swiss pdb-Viewer 4 for further
investigations. The drug was drawn, and then copied in Chem
3D, which is another production of Cambridge Soft 2007.

Results and discussion

RLS analysis

RLS is a valuable technique for detecting and characterizing
self-assemblies and extended aggregates of chromophores since
these assemblies or aggregations lead to the formation of large
fractal structures exhibiting strong RLS signals [18,20–22]. RLS
spectra of titration of TF with HSA (Fig. 2A) and HSA–PPIX complex
(Fig. 2B) in the absence and presence of LMF at three concentra-
tions were obtained (303 nm was applied to the determination).
As can be seen from Fig. 2A, the addition of HSA enhanced the
RLS peaks. Since the amount of scattering is directly proportional
to the volume of each sphere [5,17], these observations pointed
at the long-range assembly of HSA on the molecular surface of TF
and on an enlargement of the molecular volume. The spectra for
the TF–HSA system indicated that there were interactions among
these substances and that an HSA–TF complex was formed. More-
over, a general decrease in DIRLS was observed with the increase in
concentration of LMF. It was noted that in the presence of LMF at a
low concentration (0.003 mM), with an increase in HSA concentra-
tion up to 1.7 � 10�3 mM, there was first an increase in PPI, after
which it was constant. In order to decipher the effect of PPIX on
the interaction between these two proteins and its inter-relation-
ship with the concentration of LMF, RLS spectra of the TF–
(HSA–PPIX) complex system in the absence and presence of LMF
were also obtained (Fig. 2B). As can be seen, adding HSA–PPIX
complex up to �2 � 10�3 mM led to a regular increase of the RLS
signals, which indicated increasing amounts of protein–protein
complex formations. However, at higher concentrations, the inten-
sities decreased back to the initially observed signal level.

Moreover, the effect of the different concentrations of LMF on
the RLS spectra of the TF–(HSA–PPIX) complex system is shown
in Fig. 2B. As was also seen for the HSA–TF system, LMF did not
have a definite effect on the (HSA–PPIX)–TF interactions. Probably,
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the presence of PPIX interfered with the observation of LMF effects.
As can be observed in Fig. 2B, a new peak located at about 490 nm
was observed after addition of HSA–PPIX complex. The RLS spec-
trum at that wavelength point to the existence of a nonaggregated
species, which rise from the protonation of both the propionate
end groups and the two nitrogen atoms of the core. This finding
seems in contrast with the behavior of other water soluble porphy-
rins, such as the tetrakis (p-carboxyphenyl) porphine (TCPP) [23],
and tetrakis (p-sulfonatophenyl) porphine (TPPS) [25], which un-
der strong acidic conditions from extended J-aggregates [24], these
results are easily understood since the structure of the protonated
macro cycle of porphyrin was more planar than that of the unprot-
onated structure of porphyrin, namely, a planar structure of an
aromatic molecule was more conductive due to the formation of
aggregates in aqueous solution [25–29]. J-aggregates formed with
the monomeric molecules arranged in one dimension such that the
transition moment of the monomers was parallel and the angle
between the transition moment and the line joining the molecular
centers was zero (ideal case). In contrast to the side-by-side
arrangement of molecules in J-aggregates, the arrangement in
H-aggregates was face-to-face [25,30,31]. As observed in Fig. 2C,
the RLS intensity at that wavelength (490 nm) increased up to a
concentration of 1.4 � 10�3 mM of HSA–PPIX complex and re-
mained constant up to 2 � 10�3 mM followed by a decrease with

further addition of HSA–PPIX complex. This implied that PPIX
J-aggregates were effectively induced in the concentration range
of 1–2 � 10�3 mM of HSA–PPIX complex. As explained previously
(Fig. 2B), an almost identical concentration range was observed
for PPI in the presence of the PPIX molecule, and it therefore
seemed that the two phenomena of PPI and J-aggregation were
coupled. However, further studies are required in order to unravel
this coupling mechanism in detail.

To further understand the above results, the effect of LMF on the
RLS spectra of HSA–PPIX complex were obtained in a separate
experiment and the results are shown in Fig. 2D. As can be inferred
from the spectra, with addition of LMF, the intensities at 490 nm
wavelength increased regularly (Fig. 2D inset).

LMF has two pKa values; 5.7 and 7.9 and the existence ratio of
their zwitterionic forms are higher under neutral conditions (75%
at pH = 7.4) than in acidic environments [32]. We know that most
of the LMF bound with high affinity to the IB sub-domain and this
is explained in the section on molecular modeling. On the other
hand, the structure revealed that the PPIX bound to a single site
within a hydrophobic cavity in sub-domain IB [12]. Obviously,
the electrostatic interaction played an important role in the latter
cases. Therefore, LMF acted as an electron donor, and could react
with PPIX that was expected to be an aggregate. Finally, it was
noted that under the effect of the interaction between LMF and

Fig. 2. (A) RLS spectra of the interaction of the HSA with TF. (Inset: effect of LMF on HSA–TF interaction). (B) RLS spectra of the interaction of HSA–PPIX with TF. (Inset: effect
of LMF on [(HSA–PPIX)–TF interaction]) (C) J-bond plot of the interaction of HSA–PPIX with TF in the absence and presence of LMF. (D) RLS spectra of the interaction of HSA–
PPIX with LMF. (Inset: J-bond plot of the interaction of HSA–PPIX with LMF). TF filled circle, [TF–LMF (0.003 mM)] open circle, [TF–LMF (0.006 mM)] filled triangle, [TF–LMF
(0.009 mM)] open triangle. The intensity difference of RLS have been calculated at k = 303 nm.
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HSA–PPIX complex, there was only gradual increase intensity at
490 nm wavelength (Fig. 2D inset), whereas in the presence of TF
(Fig. 2C), we could observe an increased aggregation followed by
a gradual decrease. The RLS for the aggregate clearly indicates that
the size of the aggregate is large enough to scatter the light and
(unlike the micellized monomer, which does not show RLS) there
are multiple porphyrin molecules per aggregate. This conclusion
of multiple porphyrins per aggregate is consistent with the de-
crease in the fluorescence quantum yield of the aggregate
(Fig. 2B). When compared to the monomer because of self-quench-
ing and excitonic interactions among porphyrins in close proximity
[31]. According to this observation, we conclude that aggregation
was increase in the presence of TF and protein–protein interaction
than LMF (HSA–PPIX) interaction.

Fluorescence spectra

There are three intrinsic fluorophores, namely the Trp, Tyr, and
Phe residues, in proteins. However, the intrinsic fluorescence of TF

and HSA comes almost solely from Trp. Fluorescence quenching
has been widely used to reveal the combined position of quenchers
to the fluorophore. Here, the objective was to investigate protein–
protein interactions (PPIs). It is known that PPIX can quench the
fluorescence of Trp 214 in HSA [10], wherefore it is possible to
show this phenomenon (PPIs) by quenching experiments in the
absence and presence of LMF.

Fig. 3A reveals the effect of the HSA–PPIX complex as a quench-
er on the fluorescence of the TF at k = 280 nm. TF emitted strong
intrinsic fluorescence at 329 when it was excited at 280 nm. It
was observed that the fluorescence intensity of TF decreased regu-
larly with an increasing concentration of HSA–PPIX complex. This
quenching was accompanied by a blue shift of the emission maxi-
mum wavelength of TF, which indicated that PPIs occurred and
that the fluorescence residues of proteins were located at the inter-
face of the formed complex or was brought to a more hydrophobic
environment causing a change of the conformation of the protein
[33,34].

There exist two fluorescence quenching processes, static and
dynamic quenching. Dynamic quenching is described by the
Stern–Volmer equation [31]:

F0=F ¼ 1þ Kqs0½Q � ð2Þ

where F0 and F are the fluorescence intensities in the absence and
presence of a quencher, kq is the bio-molecular quenching constant,
s0 is the lifetime of the fluorophore in the absence of a quencher,
and [Q] is the quencher concentration. Fig. 3B shows a Stern Volmer
plot of the TF induced by HSA–PPIX complex in the absence and
presence of varying concentrations of LMF (0.003, 0.006, and
0.009 mM) at kex = 280, in order to investigate the effect of LMF
on PPIs. As can be further seen in Fig. 3B, the Stern–Volmer plot pre-
sents negative divergences from linearity, following a hyperbolic-
like behavior. In general, these situations result from the existence
of more than one class of fluorophores, with varying Ksv values. In
this case, the fluorescence data can be analyzed using the Lehrer
equation [35].

As reported in Table 1, the Ksv and kq values decrease when
increasing the LMF concentration. The decrease in kq is attributed
to limitation of the quencher to access to fluorophores moieties
of proteins [36]. From Table 1, it can be stated that kq at kex = 280
was slightly higher than when excited at 295, The comparison of
fluorescence quenching of a protein excited at 280 and 295 nm
renders it possible to estimate the participation of Trp and Tyr res-
idues in the complex. Though it is believed that both Trp and Tyr
residues took part in the interaction. The bio-molecular quenching
constant for dynamic quenching was less than 1.0 � 1011 L/mol s
and therefore all systems employed the static quenching mecha-
nism. Data given in Fig. 3B and Table 1 indicate that, in the pres-
ence of saturating amounts of LMF, the affinity of HSA–PPIX
complex for TF decreased, suggesting less protein–protein
interactions.

To investigate the effect of PPIX on the binding of LMF to TF–
HSA complex, the related steady-state fluorescence spectra of the

Fig. 3. (A) Fluorescence emission spectra of TF (4.5 � 10�3 mM) with various
amount of HSA–PPIX following excitation at 280 nm, (B) Stern–Volmer quenching
plot of free TF and the TF–LMF system with various amount of HSA–PPIX, following
excitation at 280 nm. [TF] filled square, [TF–LMF (0.003 mM)] open square, [TF–LMF
(0.006 mM)] filled circle and [TF–LMF (0.009 mM)] open circle.

Table 1
Stern–Volmer quenching constant of the TF–(HSA–PPIX) complex with different concentrations of LMF at kex = 280 and kex = 295 nm.

Sample kex = 280 kex = 295

Ksv1 kq1 Ksv2 kq2

TF–(HSA–PPIX) 1.22 � 106 1.22 � 1014 7.31 � 105 7.31 � 1013

5.35 � 106 5.35 � 1014 1.69 � 106 1.69 � 1014

[TF–(HSA–PPIX)]–LMF(0.003 mM) 1.11 � 106 1.11 � 1014 5.30 � 105 5.30 � 1013

4.13 � 106 4.13 � 1014 1.13 � 106 1.13 � 1014

[TF–(HSA–PPIX)]–LMF(0.006 mM) 1.02 � 106 1.02 � 1014 4.4 � 105 4.4 � 1013

4.33 � 106 4.33 � 1014 1.09 � 106 1.09 � 1014

[TF–(HSA–PPIX)]–LMF(0.009 mM) 8.27 � 105 8.27 � 1012 5 � 104 5 � 1012

2.66 � 106 2.66 � 1014 5 � 105 5 � 1013
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TF–HSA and TF–HSA–PPIX complex systems were obtained in
Fig. 4A. According to the figure, LMF gave rise to a decrease in
the fluorescence intensity. This was accompanied by a blue shift
in the maximum emission peak, which was due to the fact that,
in the presence of LMF, the local environment around Trp and
Tyr rearranged in such a way that fluorescence residues found
themselves in a more hydrophobic environment of the protein
matrix [37].

The calculated Ksv values for TF–HSA and TF–(HSA–PPIX) com-
plex were 4.07 � 104 and 2.3 � 103 M�1, respectively. Conse-
quently, LMF displayed less binding than TF–(HSA–PPIX) complex
to TF–HSA; in fact, the presence of PPIX resulted in a reduction
of binding.

According to the fluorescence spectrum of Fig. 4A (inset), there
was a new peak at about 500 nm. The emission wavelengths of
430 nm related to LMF [38] and the spectral peak observed in
the fluorescence excitation spectra at about 490 nm can be attrib-
uted to the J-band of the PPIX [24,25,39]. As described in the
previous section both the fluorescence and RLS spectra point to
the existence of a J-aggregate.

It is known under the effect of an interaction with PPIX, LMF
induced J-aggregation under the experimental conditions. Further-
more, the free PPIX plasma level may increase in patients under
drug therapy as a consequence of heterotopic interaction.

To investigate the effect of TF on the affinity of LMF toward HSA
and HSA–PPIX complex, Stern–Volmer plots were obtained for the
HSA–LMF, (HSA–PPIX)–LMF, (TF–HSA)–LMF, and [(TF–(HSA–
PPIX)]–LMF systems (Fig. 4B). It was found that the Ksv values for
HSA and HSA–PPIX complex were 2.06 � 105 and 9.65 � 103 M�1,
respectively. However, in the presence of TF, the values decreased
to 4.07 � 104 M�1 for HSA and 2.36 � 103 M�1 for HSA–PPIX

complex. These results clearly indicate that TF could induce struc-
tural changes in the three-dimensional conformation of albumin
leading to local perturbations of the LMF binding site on HSA and
HSA–PPIX complex.

Red edge excitation shift (REES)

REES represents a powerful approach that can be used to di-
rectly monitor the environment and dynamics around a fluoro-
phore in a complex biological system [40–41]. REES gives rise to
slow rates of solvent relaxation around a fluorophore in an excited
state, which depends on the motional restriction imposed on the
solvent molecules in the immediate vicinity of the fluorophore
[42]. The REES values obtained in the present study are shown in
Table 2. Such dependence of the emission maximum on the excita-
tion wavelength is characteristic of REES. According to Table 2, the
REES values of HSA–LMF and TF–LMF were 5 and 6 nm, respec-
tively (here, TF is a multi-Trp peptide, wherefore the red-edge exci-
tation shift may be indicative of average environment experienced
by the Trp). These results indicate that the Trp moieties of the HSA
and TF are located in a more motionally restricted environment in
the presence of LMF. In contrast, in the case of the HSA–PPIX com-
plex conformation, the REES value was 13 nm suggesting that the
average environment of the Trp residues in the HSA–PPIX complex
conformation was less dynamic than for HSA.

It is known that the presence of several potential hydrogen-
bonding groups within a 5 Å radius of the indole-NH group is the
most probable source of the restriction of solvent dipolar reorien-
tation in this region [43]. From the crystal structure of HSA–PPIX
complex one can observe that LMF had two hydrogen bands near
the Trp residue in the presence of PPIX, and this implies that the
Trp was localized in a motionally restricted region. In the presence
of TF in these systems and under the effect of PPI, there occurred a
large REES effect, possibly due to a decrease in water content as a
result of PPI and the fact that any water molecules in the immedi-
ate environment of this complex became subject to interactions
with these residues. When HSA–PPIX complex was present in the
complex, TF–HSA complex analogs exhibited a significant REES ef-
fect and it was thus probable that the solvent molecules in the
vicinity of these naturally occurring Trp residues were involved
in dipolar, electrostatic, and/or hydrogen-bonding interactions.
Overall, the environment predicted for each Trp residue from the
magnitude of the observed REES-values was in good agreement
with previous studies of the Trp environment.

Three-dimensional fluorescence spectra

Three-dimensional fluorescence spectroscopy has become a
popular technique in recent years. Fig. 5 shows 3D fluorescence
spectra of TF titrated by HSA–PPIX complex in the absence and
presence of LMF at three different concentrations. The fluorescence
parameter including peak locations, fluorescence intensity, and

Fig. 4. (A) Fluorescence emission spectra of TF–HSA system (Inset; TF–(HSA–PPIX))
system with various amounts of [LMF] following excitation at 280 nm, and (B)
Stern–Volmer quenching plot of [TF–HSA] open square, [TF–(HSA–PPIX)] filled
square, free HSA filled triangle and free HSA–PPIX open triangle, with various
amount of [LMF] = 0.05 mM following excitation at 280 nm, [LMF] = 0.05 mM, [TF–
HSA] = [TF–(HSA–PPIX)] = [HSA] = [HSA–PPIX] = [TF] = 4.5 � 10�3 mM.

Table 2
Maximum emission wavelengths and REES of HSA, TF and HSA–PPIX complex as a
function of LMF and their interaction. The REES values obtained from corrected
emission spectra by inner filter method.

Sample Molar ratio/1:1 kem max(nm) REES (nm)

kex: 295 nm kex: 305 nm

HSA–LMF 341 346 5
TF–LMF 332 346 5
(HSA–TF) LMF 338 347 11
(HSA–PPIX)–LMF 330 343 13
[(HSA–PPIX)–TF] LMF 320 340 20
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peak intensity ratios were extracted from the 3D fluorescence
spectra, which could be employed for quantitative analysis
[42,44]. There were five key fluorescence peaks that could be iden-
tified from the fluorescence spectra of the samples. The first main
peak was located at the excitation/emission wavelength (kex/kem) of
235–240/340–355 (peak T2), which is mainly caused by the transi-
tion of p ? p⁄ of the characteristic polypeptide backbone structure
O@C of HSA and TF, while the second main peak was observed at
the kex/kem of 280–285/320–325 (peak T1) [45]. It is plausible that
this mainly reveals the spectral characteristic of the Trp and Tyr
residues, since when proteins are excited at 280 nm, the fluores-
cence of the Phe residue can be neglected [4]. Peaks A and C were

related to a humic-like substance and natural dissolved organic
matter, and are described as the LMF fluorescence [46–50].

Peak 1 was the Rayleigh scattering peak (kex = kem), and peak 2
was the second-order scattering peak (kex = 2kem). As is clear from
Fig. 5A, HSA–PPIX complex could decrease the fluorescence inten-
sities of peaks T1 and T2, suggesting that the TF with fluorescence
gradually changed its conformation by interaction with HSA–PPIX
complex.

The location shift of the fluorescence peak provided spectral
information on the chemical structural changes of the protein sam-
ples. Upon introduction of LMF (Fig. 5A–D), the location of the T1

and T2 fluorescence peaks shifted toward shorter wavelengths

Fig. 5. Three-dimensional florescence spectra of TF–(HSA–PPIX) in the absence and presence of LMF. (A) TF–(HSA–PPIX) system, (B) [TF–(HSA–PPIX)]–(LMF 0.003 mM), (C)
[TF–(HSA–PPIX)]–(LMF 0.006 mM), (D) [TF–(HSA–PPIX)]–(LMF 0.009 mM).

Table 3
Characteristics from three-dimensional fluorescence spectroscopy of the interaction of TF–(HSA–PPIX) complex in the absence and presence of LMF. [TF] = 4.5 � 10�3 mM, with or
without LMF at a concentration of 0.003, 0.006 or 0.009 mM, was titrated by addition of 20 ll of [HSA–PPIX] = 1.005 � 10�5 mM at room temperature and pH = 7.4.

System Peak T1 Peak T2

kex/kem Intensity Dk(nm) kex/kem Intensity Dk(nm)

TF–(HSA–PPIX) 275/325 189 50 250/327 74.61 77
[TF–(HSA–PPIX)]–LMF (0.003 mM) 280/324 130.8 44 240/322 35.42 82
[TF–(HSA–PPIX)]–LMF (0.006 mM) 280/322 87.9 42 240/320 28.69 80
[TF–(HSA–PPIX)]–LMF (0.009 mM) 280/320 61.18 40 240/317 26.19 77
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(blue shift), however to different extents (Table 3). A red shift is re-
lated to the increase of carbonyl, hydroxyl, alkoxyl, amino, and car-
boxyl groups in the structures of fluorophores, while a blue shift is
ascribed to the elimination of particular functional groups such as
carbonyl, hydroxyl and amine, involving a reduction in the degree
of p-electron systems and a lowering of the number of aromatic
rings and conjugated bonds in a chain structure [44]. The observa-
tion of blue shifts and drops in intensity for peaks T1 and T2 in the
presence of LMF agreed well with the results of both fluorescence
and RLS. Moreover, with the increase in the concentration of LMF
and the decrease in peaks T1, T2, an increase in peaks A and C
was observed with the blue shift. There was thus a specific interac-
tion between TF and HSA–PPIX complex, and LMF could influence
their interaction by affecting the protein conformation.

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a sensitive technique
when it comes to monitoring conformational changes in a protein
upon interaction with a ligand [33]. Far UV CD spectra (190–
250 nm) of the proteins were recorded at room temperature. In
this study, the titration of HSA and HSA–PPIX complex by TF was
used in the absence and presence of LMF at three different concen-
trations (Fig. 6). The CD spectra of the protein exhibited two
negative bands at 208 and 222 nm which were the characteristic
of a a-helix in the advanced structure of the protein [16]. The rea-
sonable explanation was that the negative peaks near 208 and
222 nm both contributed to the n ? p⁄ transfer for the bond of
the a-helix [4]. If the a-helixes changed, the spectra would change
accordingly. As a can be seen from Fig. 6, the ellipticity of the com-
plexes of [TF–(HSA–PPIX)] complex (inset) and HSA at 222 and
208 nm increased, which suggests the gain of a-helical content in
both proteins after complex formation.

In the presence of 0.001, 0.002, 0.003 mM LMF, the secondary
structural contents were measured and are shown in Table 4. As
can be seen, there was a significant loss of helix content in the
TF–HSA or [TF–(HSA–PPIX)] complex systems with increasing
LMF concentration. This was probably due to a disruption of in-
ter-domain and intra-domain structure. As known, the secondary
structure contents are closely related to the biological activity of
the protein, and there was thus a decrease in a-helical content

from 40.19 to 35.03 for the TF–HSA solutions and from 38.85 to
31.11 for the TF–(HSA–PPIX) complex solutions in the presence
of LMF. This meant a loss of the biological activity of the proteins
in blood plasma. The secondary structural changes induced by
interaction of HSA with PPIX could be monitored by comparing
the TF–HSA and TF–(HSA–PPIX) complex systems. It was observed
that, in the presence of PPIX, the fraction of a-helical and b-sheet
contents decreased whereas the fraction of turn and unordered coil
increased. These results suggest the occurrence of conformational
changes at the secondary structural level in the reaction between
PPIX and HSA.

Binding distance between the drug and protein

Fluorescence energy transfer is categorized as radiation energy
transfer and non-radiation energy transfer. the energy transfer of
the proteins and LMF should be of non-radiation type. Non-
radiation energy transfer consists of inter-molecular and intra-
molecular energy transfer, and the fluorescence quenching of
HSA, HSA–PPIX complex and TF should belong to the type inter-
molecular non-radiation energy transfer [46] for the reasons
detailed below.

According to Förster’s non-radiative energy transfer theory
(FRET), if the emitted fluorescence from a donor can be absorbed
by an acceptor, energy may transfer from the donor to the acceptor
[51]. FRET is an interaction that depends strongly on the distance
between the donor and the acceptor. But it is not the only factor
influencing the efficiency of the process. The efficiency of FRET is
based on the following factors: (i) the extent of overlap between
the donor emission and the acceptor absorption, (ii) the orientation
of the transition dipole of the donor and acceptor, and (iii) the dis-
tance between the donor and acceptor [51–52]. Fig. 7 A and B
shows the values of the distance between the donor and acceptor
that were found to be the following: r = 2.02 nm for HSA,
1.79 nm for TF, 1.82 nm for HSA–PPIX complex, 2.71 nm for TF–
HSA and 2.13 nm for TF–(HSA–PPIX) complex in the presence of
LMF. It can thus be seen that the donor-to-acceptor distance (r)
was much smaller than 7 nm, which indicates that the energy
transfer from fluor residues to LMF occurred with a high probabil-
ity. Consequently, static quenching and non-radiation energy
transfer were the main reasons leading to the fluorescence
quenching.

Zeta potential

The surface properties of proteins, and especially their surface
electrical properties, have an important influence on their ionic
interactions with other biomacromolecules. The surface charge of
proteins arises primarily from ionization of surface groups [53].
Most proteins have hydrophobic nonpolar residues, such as alkyl

Fig. 6. CD spectra of the; TF–HSA system and (inset); TF–(HSA–PPIX) system in the
presence and absence of three concentration of LMF. [TF] = 1.5 lM, [HSA] and [HSA–
PPIX] = 33.5 � 10�3 mM, [LMF] = 0.001, 0.002 and 0.003 mM.

Table 4
Fraction of the secondary structure of the TF–HSA and TF–(HSA–PPIX) complex
systems in the absence and presence of LMF at different concentrations (pH 7.4).

System fa fb fT fU

TF 37.1 28.3 15.3 19.1
TF–HSA 40.19 27.05 14.94 17.82
[TF–HSA]–LMF (0.003 mM) 37.21 25.73 14.02 23.04
[TF–HSA]–LMF (0.006 mM) 35.03 24.22 14.08 26.67
[TF–HSA]–LMF (0.009 mM) 30.35 21.17 13.72 34.76
TF–(HSA–PPIX) 38.85 27.97 15.14 18.04
[TF–(HSA–PPIX)]–LMF (0.003 mM) 35.17 26.42 14.71 23.70
[TF–(HSA–PPIX)]–LMF (0.006 mM) 32.25 24.83 14.27 28.65
[TF–(HSA–PPIX)]–LMF (0.009 mM) 31.11 22.73 13.52 32.64

fa, fb, fT, and fU are the fraction of a-helix, b-sheet, turn and unordered coil
respectively.
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and aromatic groups, ionic groups such as –NH+3 and COO�, as well
as hydrophilic polar groups such as –OH and –NH2. The charge on a
protein can be estimated from the sum of the charge on the indi-
vidual amino acid residues. The net charge is dominated by a posi-
tive contribution from Lys and His and increasingly negative
contributions from aspartic and glutamic acid. Other amino acids
carry charge but are not present on an adequate mass basis to
influence the total charge [54–55].

The charge properties of proteins and the zeta potential of the
interaction between TF–HSA and TF–(HSA–PPIX) complex in the
absence and presence of LMF are shown in Fig. 8A and B, respec-
tively. As the protein charge is usually low, and electrophoresis is
carried out at normal ionic strength [54]. Fig. 8 exhibits increasing
positive charges on the protein surface at the interaction with HSA
and HSA–PPIX complex. TF has a net negative global charge and
therefore the electrostatic interaction between TF and HSA is
triggered by negatively charged TF and positive charges of the
cationic groups in HSA. The change of the zeta potential was asso-
ciated with chain entanglements; therefore, the system became
incipiently instable [53]. Finally at higher HSA concentrations,
the zeta potential became more negative. This negative value of
the zeta potential suggests that hydrophobic interactions were
predominant. The change in the zeta-potential zone started close
to the critical induced aggregation concentration (CCIAC) of the
HSA or HSA–PPIX complex in the case of these proteins, which
indicates that the protein surface was saturated and that aggrega-
tion of the HSA or HSA–PPIX complex was reached [54].

The inclusion of LMF in the system contributed to the net
surface charge since the LMF used in this work exhibited a net neu-
tral charge. However, the presence of LMF could cause a decrease
in the positive charge of TF–HSA by a conformational change in
the protein.

We hypothesized that the LMF complex was involved in a
certain neutralization of the net protein charge and that a protein
conformational change allowed the electrostatic attraction to
decrease. This led to the CCIAC point being achieved at a lower con-
centration of HSA. However, when increasing the LMF concentra-
tion there was a restructuring in the protein causing the complex
to become more negative. It also led to electrostatic repulsion be-
tween the carboxylate groups competing with the hydrophobic
interactions between the two proteins. This gave rise to an increase
in the hydrophobic interaction of the complex, leading to precipi-
tation at low HSA concentration. This hypothesis was in agreement
with important losses of tertiary and secondary structure as ob-
served in the results of the fluorescence measurements, RLS and
CD spectroscopy at increasing LMF concentrations. As shown in
Fig. 8B, in the presence of HSA–PPIX complex, the system reached
the CCIAC sooner and the net negative charge increased. Moreover,
there occurred an increase of hydrophobic interactions with the
rise in LMF concentration by loss of polar contacts.

The polydispersity index (PDI) was also determined by the zeta
potential method [56–57]. The polydispersity of TF was measured
during titration with HSA or HSA–PPIX complex in the absence and
presence of LMF at different concentrations. The results are shown
in Fig. 8(C, D). The PDI is the ratio of the mass average degree of the
molecular weight to the number average degree of the molecular
weight. The size distribution was given by the polydispersity index
(a value between 0 and 1). A PDI of 1 indicates large variations in
particle size; a PDI of 0 indicates no variation in particle size (as
an ideal monodispersed formulation) [58–61]. A significant in-
crease in PDI was observed upon increasing the LMF concentration.
The PDI value for the TF–(HSA–PPIX) complex system was greater
than for TF–HSA and indicated that the TF–(HSA–PPIX) complex
population prepared with a 1/1 charge ratio was more heteroge-
neous than the TF–HSA system in the presence of LMF.

The homogeneity of the (TF–HSA) LMF solution was supported
by lower PDI values. On the other hand, the higher PDI value of
(TF–HSA–PPIX) LMF suggests the existence of large aggregates of
PPIX when LMF is present.

Molecular modeling

To further realize the interaction of LMF with HSA, TF, and HSA–
PPIX complex, interaction models were produced using molecular
modeling techniques. Autodock 4 was used to determine the best
docking result. It was found that the inhibiting constant for HSA
was lower than for the other proteins as well as for TF and HSA–
PPIX complex. We know that LMF binds to site IB of HSA [9]. Here,
we observed binding-site switching in the presence of PPIX, and
LMF thus bound to site IIA of HSA. The best docking results for
the (HSA–PPIX)–LMF are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 and the distance
between LMF and Trp 214 was determined from this model. It is
important to note that in the presence of PPIX, the distance be-
tween LMF and Trp 214 was 2.52 Å, which coincided with the very
efficient fluorescence quenching of HSA emission in the presence
of LMF and PPIX. Ligand binding to one domain induced distance
conformational changes in other domains. Therefore, the distance
between the centers of PPIX to Trp 214 was determined in the ab-
sence and presence of LMF. It was found to be 25.16 Å without LMF
and decreased to 24.77 Å in the presence of LMF.

To get a better understanding of protein–protein interactions in
the presence of LMF, the HEX software was used to deduce the best
docking result of interaction between TF–HSA or TF–(HSA–PPIX)
complex in the presence of LMF. The results pointed at TF–HSA
having a lower binding energy while that of TF–(HSA–PPIX) com-
plex was higher in the presence of LMF. It was also found that
the presence of PPIX and LMF changed the angle of interaction be-
tween the two proteins, which can explain the covering of the site

Fig. 7. Spectral overlap of the fluorescence spectra (curves a) of (A) [TF–HSA] and
(B) [TF–(HSA–PPIX)] system, with absorption spectra (curves b) of LMF.
[HSA] = [HSA–PPIX] = [TF] = [LMF] = 4.5 � 10�3 mM.
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of interaction of the ligands with the protein. As was seen, maxi-
mum coverage occurred when PPIX was present while occupying
site IB. Such a behavior of PPIX might explain the lower acceptance
of LMF in this protein.

Conclusions

Here it was shown that the PPIs (HSA–TF), and [(HSA–PPIX)–
TF)] interactions decreased with the increase in LMF concentration.
Aggregation of PPIX was also observed by resonance light scatter-
ing analysis at the presence of protein–protein interactions and

Fig. 8. Effect of (A); HSA and (B); HSA–PPIX on the zeta potential of the TF–LMF system in pH 7.4,(C); Effect of the HSA and (D); HSA–PPIX in the poly-dispersion index of the
TF–LMF system, free TF filled circle, [TF–LMF(0.003 mM)] open circle, [TF–LMF(0.006 mM)] filled triangle and [TF–LMF(0.009 mM)] open triangle.

Fig. 9. Molecular modeling of the interaction of LMF with HSA–PPIX represented in
as a solid ribbon, colored by the secondary structure, LMF represented as a stick.
LMF has been docked into the sub-domain IIA for HSA–PPIX. The distance between
the candidates’ binding sites of LMF to Trp is also illustrated. The hydrogen bonds
between LMF and HSA–PPIX are represented was green dashed lines. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. Molecular modeling of the interaction of [TF–LMF] with HSA–PPIX, TF and
HSA–PPIX are represented as solid ribbons, colored by the secondary structure, and
the three domains are illustrated by different colors in HSA–PPIX. Domain I
(residues 1–195) is pink, domain II (residues 190–383) is blue and domain III
(residues 384–585) is purple. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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drug–protein interactions. We concluded that aggregation of PPIX
was increased in the presence of protein–protein interaction. Fluo-
rescence spectroscopy shown, in the presence of saturating
amounts of LMF, the affinity of HSA–PPIX complex for TF de-
creased. Also the binding affinity of LMF to HSA–PPIX complex
was lower than to HSA and became reduced by interaction with
TF. These results clearly indicate that TF could induce structural
changes in the three-dimensional conformation of albumin.

Furthermore, we demonstrated that HSA–PPIX complex Trp
presented an increased REES result during interaction with LMF
as compared to HSA and the extent of REES increased at the effect
of TF. The results of the zeta potential measurements rendered it
possible to verify the existence of the complexion process in rela-
tion to the reversal in the sign of protein complexes as the drug
binding proceeded. This change was the first evidence of the exis-
tence of electrostatic interactions between the HSA–PPIX complex
and the mixture of TF–LMF, as they differed in their net electrical
charge. As a result, the hydrophobic interaction was predominant.
This change in zeta potential zone started close to the CCIAC of HSA–
PPIX complex in the case of TF. Finally, the change of the protein
conformation upon binding was monitored by fluorescence CD
and molecular modeling as a function of added drug and indicated
that a significant loss of helix content in TF–HSA or TF–(HSA–PPIX)
systems with increasing LMF concentration. This investigation
highlights the effect of other serum proteins on evaluation of the
binding parameters of different ligands to other proteins in serum.
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